Scripture Press
Overview
For more than 75 years, Scripture Press
curriculum has distinguished itself as a
curriculum focused on creating a learning
experience entirely on the Scriptures.
Weekly lessons minister to the teacher first, who
then guides students in the three-step process
of Focus, Discover, Respond. This approach
engages students and prepares them to apply
the truth of Scripture directly to real-life
situations.
As of Fall 2010, the quarterly Scripture Press
Adult Disciples Bible Study Series is available in
Braille, courtesy of Source of Light Ministries
International. Call 706-342-0397 to place your
order.
Churches love Scripture Press because it:








Focuses entirely on the Scriptures
Is based on conservative theology and doctrine.
Leads to meaningful life application
Is designed to meet the needs of your entire Sunday school
Provides teachers with an in-depth, three-step approach
Scripture is referenced in KJV and NIV

The 3-Step Approach
Focus-Discover-Respond is a simple but powerful methodology. It helps hold the attention of
students, helps guide the teacher and ultimately provides direction for real life application of God's
truth.
Step 1: Focus
This begins the lesson with creative, interactive learning activities that prepare the hearts of students
to WELCOME THE WORD OF GOD. It also includes, up through High School, a Preparing Your
Heart to Teach devotional to help prepare the teacher to welcome and apply the truth to his or her
own life.
Step 2: Discover
This portion of the lesson actively involves students in a GUIDED DISCOVERY of God's Word, in
which the deepest personal needs of the learner are touched by God.
Step 3: Respond
This section of the lesson includes activities, which encourage each student to be SENSITIVE TO
THE LEADING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT so he or she will make specific, personal application of the
truths learned.

Scripture Press Summary
Welcome

Scripture Press curriculum is rooted in the infallible Word of God. Scriptures are
revered as God's living and active Word, through which God speaks to us today.
Lessons are crafted to help each student know what God is saying to him or her
personally, and gladly respond to Him as Savior and Lord.

Home Link

Age-appropriate home ties at every level, including: letters to parents; reminder
crafts and work sheets; daily devotions.

Christian
Education
Scope

Provides age-appropriate studies affirming biblical fundamentals. Systematic Bible
coverage in 2- to 4-year cycle (2s & 3s through High school), 8-year cycle (Adult).
Age Levels available: two year old through adult.

Lesson Plan

Follows a natural progression, lessons start with students' needs, lead into the Bible
study, and end applying the Bible to the students' needs. A volunteer can easily
follows this pattern.

Lesson
Methods

Educationally excellent mix of teaching tools match developmental abilities.

Theology

Fundamental, conservative, evangelical. Nondenominational, doctrinally sensitive.
Biblically centered. Invitational evangelism.

Translation

Dual translation NIV/KJV, 2s & 3s through High School. Adult lessons: choice of
NIV or KJV studies.

Social
Perspective

Priority given to biblical material. Personal biblical response encouraged.

Product
Pieces

Teaching guide and teaching aids; student books, age-level craft books, student
take-homes.

